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Abstract
The information economy and the Internet entrepreneur are two significant
developments of the late 20th century. This theoretical study seeks to understand the
connection between the two phenomena. From a perspective of leadership it is critical to
understand the relationship between individual actors and a system, and the implications

of their interaction on the world. The research question asks whether Internet
entrepreneurs are active creators of the information econoffiy, or are they a creation of the

information economy?

Central to answering the research question are the theoretical concepts of active
and passive human agency. Active human agency proposes that the individual plays the

dominant role in creating reality; Passive human agency proposes that the system or
environment plays the dominant role in creating reality. Personality and Systems theories

provide the basis for understanding the interrelationship of the Internet entrepreneur and
the information economy. The theoretical concepts are applied through references to

specific Internet entrepreneurs and the development of the information economy.

The conclusion of this study identifies the ways in which Internet entrepreneurs
are both active creators of the information econoffiy, and creations of the information

economy.
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Introduction
The Internet Entrepreneur and the information economy are two significant
developments of the late 20th century. The advent of Internet entrepreneurs has coincided

with an historical shift from an industrial-based economy to an information-based
economy in the United States. From a perspective of leadership, it is critical to
understand the relationship between individual actors and a system, and the implications

of their interaction on the world.
The theoretical concepts of active and passive human agency were utilized to
analyze the research question. The position of active human agency proposes that the

individual plays the dominant role creating reality, and passive human agency proposes
that the system or environment plays the dominant role in creating reality" Personality
and Systems theories provide the foundation for understanding the dynamic relationship
between the individual and the system. The concepts and theories were applied through
analysis of Internet entrepreneurs and the development of the information economy.

This analysis explored the phenomena of the Internet entrepreneur and their
impact vis a vis the information economy. Within this context, this research question was
explored: Are Internet entrepreneurs the active creators of the information economy, or
are they a creation of the information economy.
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New Technology and the Economic Shift
In the United States, and around the world, the introduction of new technologies,

particularly computer technology, to the business world in the 1960's and 1970's, was
one of the key mechanisms responsible for the shift from an industrial economy to the

information economy. The result of the new technologies was that information and
knowledge replaced material products as the basis of economic value. Stewart (1993)
reports that

"in

1991, business investment in computers and telecommunications

equipment-tools of the new economy that create, sort, store and ship knowledge-for
the first time exceeded capital spending for industrial, construction, and other old
economy equipment." (p,69)
The shift to an information based economy gained significant momentum in the
1980's with the introduction of the personal computer as a key instrument of business.

Equally important was the introduction of the personal computer to the desktop in the
home. Individuals and businesses are now interconnected on a national and international
basis. National and global connectivity has combined with other factors to transform the

economy. The globalization of markets, and breakthroughs in telecommunications and

information technology, are considered contributing factors in a shift to an informationhased economy. Economist magazine (1996

- no listed author)

reports that currently

"more than half of total GDP in the rich economies is now knowledge based." (p. 43)
The shift to an information economy has caused major changes in the business

world and society. Davis (l 996) argues "to survive, businesses will have to
'informationalize.' By that I mean they will have to figure out how to generate, use, sell
information, no matter what their business is now." (p. 45) The value of information has

)
had a significant impact on business and economics particularly in the United States. The

Internet entrepreneur has likewise had a major impact on business and the economy.

The Internet entrepreneur

The 1990's witnessed the advent of the Internet as a key information creation and
exchange medium during the rapid transition from an industrial economy to an

information economy. During this period, the Internet or World Wide Web was made
available for public use. The business world took the lead in utilizing the Internet, and the

individual online population is rapidly moving towards critical mass. The amount of
business conducted over the Internet has increased exponentially, and all major

companies are utilizing the Internet to informationalize their business.

In the early 1990's, Internet startup companies like Amazon.com and Netscape
Communications brought the Internet from obscurity to the forefront of business and
popular culture. In six short years, these companies have become some of the largest
companies in the United States. These same companies were among the first to introduce
a new phenomenon to the information economy: electronic commerce. According to

Frank (1997), part of their considerable success can be attributed to the fact that the
Internet was the fastest new technology adoption in the history of the United States. The

impact of e-commerce on the economy was felt immediately not only in the U.S., but also

worldwide. The Xinhua news agency (1999) reported that "the worldwide Internet
economy...will surpass the mark of I trillion U.S. dollars in 2001. By 2003, it will be
well on its way to 3 trillion dollars." (p. 1008)
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One of the most influential aspects of Internet entrepreneurs is that they have
started new enterprises at an unprecedented rate. Spears (1996) describes this

phenomenon as "a modern-day equivalent of the Oklahoma land rush, trailblazing
entrepreneurs are racing to stake their claim on the World Wide Web." (p. 67) The rate at

which Internet entrepreneurs start-up and establish their companies happens at mindnumbing speed. Within a few months to a couple of years, Internet start up companies
have grown to become billion dollar companies.
The economy places a high value on both knowledge and information, which
happen to be the primary products of Internet companies. The fact that companies can

accomplish such success in a short time can be attributed to the development

of

information as the primary product of the economy.Bottoms (1995) provides an
example of this phenomenon when he reported that Netscape "shocked the fast-moving

technology sector by becoming at least on paper, a billion dollar company virtually
overnight." (p. 1) The reason for this fast moving success is because Internet companies

don't have to build factories or acquire large amounts of natural resources. Therefore,
their startup costs and overhead are minimal compared to industrial-based and even many
service-based companies.
The next section explores how active and passive human agency affects the ability

of the Internet entrepreneur to create their reality. Personality and Systems theories
attempt to explain how individual human behavior and system structures interrelate.
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The Role of Human Agency

This study explored the research question: are Internet entrepreneurs the active
creators of the information econoffiy, or are they a creation of the information economy?

This was accomplished primarily through the theoretical concepts of active human
agency and passive human agency. Active human agency proposes that the individual
plays the dominant role in creating reality; passive human agency proposes that the

environment or system plays the dominant role in creating reality.
The theory of active human agency was the primary argument supporting the
hypothesis that Internet entrepreneurs are the primary creators of the information
economy. The theory of passive human agency was utilized as the primary argument
supporting the hypothesis that the information economy creates the Internet entrepreneur.
The analysis sought to understand the effect of active and passive human agency on the
phenomenon of Internet entrepreneurs.

Personality and S ystems Theories
The theoretical concepts of active and passive agency were examined within the
broader framework of personality and systems theories. Personality theory examines

potentialities for behavior, action, and the efficacy of the individual as they interact with
a system. Systems theory provides a basis for understanding the dialectical relationship

between the Internet entrepreneur and the information economy. Systems theory explains

how individual entrepreneurs are both creators and a creation of the information
economy. The study applied personality and systems theories through analysis of Internet
entrepreneurs and the information economy. The analysis attempted to uncover the extent

I
to which Internet entrepreneurs create the system in which they interact, or the extent to
which they are a creation of the system they interact

with-the information

economy.

I
Literature Review

The literature review focuses on three main areas. The first section addresses
the theoretical concepts of active and passive human agency, in relationship to

personality and systems theories. Secondly, the readings address the transition in the
United States from an industrial-based economy to an information-based economy.

Finally, the readings discuss Internet entrepreneurs and their role in the information
economy. The terms system, environment and information economy have equivalent
meanings and will be used interchangeably. Similarly, the terms information and

knowledge were used synonymously. It is the premise of this study that the information
economy is a system. The economy is the primary system or environment in which
Internet entrepreneurs interact in this analysis. The terms Internet, World Wide Web and
Cyberspace

will

also be used interchangeably having the same fundamental meaning.

Human Agency

Active Human Agency
The concept of active human agency is based on the premise that individuals are
responsible for shaping their reality and are capable of producing a desired effect upon a

system. Two key applications of active human agency, as they relate to individual
Internet entrepreneurs in relation to the information econoffiy, can be found in personality
and systems theories. The concepts have been examined from both a psychological

standpoint and a sociological standpoint in relevant literature.

l0
Active Human Agency and Personality Theory
Relevant literature, pertaining to the concept of active human agency, originates

primarily from personality theory, which examines an individual's ability and efficacy in
creating their reality. Monte (1995) argues that in a conception of active human agency

"people change the forces that act on them, create those forces, make decisions about
them, and may even decide not to respond to pieces of reality." (p. 29) What is critical to
understanding active human agency is the belief that individuals have the desire and

ability to create and transform their environment through their actions and reactions to it.
Furthermore, active agency is believed to be a primary motive of a1l individuals and is
defined as the need to achieve self-realization.
Proponents of active agency are found in the disciplines of humanist and

existential psychological theory. Abraham Maslow, a central figure in humanist
psychology, developed a theory to describe this capacity for individuals to shape their
reality. Maslow's (1995) self-actualization theory is described "as the full use and
exploitation of talents, capacities, potentialities, etc." (p. 652) Once humans have met
their basic physiological, security and esteem needs, they strive to fuIly realize their
potential. The critical distinction of self-actualization theory is that desire and capacity

for behavior and action come from within the person, not from environmental or systemic
forces external to the individual.
Theorists supporting active agency do recognLze the impact that systems have on
the individual, such as the economic system in this study. But, their belief that power lies

within the individual to mold and shape that system is primary. Theorists like Maslow
and Rogers contend that the ahility to create reality is an inherent part of human nature.
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This contention of active agency provides support for the hypothesis that Intemet
entrepreneurs have the ability to create system changes.

Maslow and Rogers (1995) build on their stance that the desire to actively create
our individual realities is inherent in humans "as a spiritual, rational purposeful and
autonomous creature." (p. 665) What is important to this viewpoint is that through

individual and collective behavior and actions, we can create a desired reality.
Fromm adds that active agency is a critical existential need of all humans. This
need is satisfied through the individuals striving to achieve self-actualization. The process

of transcending themselves and producing a unique effect upon the world is a need often
cited by Internet entrepreneurs. According to Fromm (1995), individuals seek to

fulfill

this existential need by "actively striving to master their world and themselves." (p. 587)
Evidence

will support Internet

entrepreneurs as individuals who take risks, and dream

of

creating something new and unique in the world. The creations of Internet entrepreneurs
are new ideas, business models and knowledge.

As the individual seeks to master their world and achieve self-actualization, they
confront a system that seeks to impose structure on them. Through active agency, an

individual's interaction provides "feedback" to the system precipitating potential system
change. In this manner, individuals affect their reality by acting on the system in order to
change

it to meet their desired outcome. Both Maslow and Rogers (1995) stress that it is

an "inherent capacity of the person to direct his or her own

life when the interpersonal

environment provides sufficient freedom from subtle and overt coercion." (p. 670)
Humanist theorists provide a contrasting viewpoint to proponents of passive
human agency who maintain that the system is the primary influencer and shaper

fugsburg tr:!i*gr; Lihr*ry

of
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individual reality. Maslow (1969) stresses that viewing individuals as "active subject
makes possible the image of man as an initiator, a creator, a center of activity as one who
does things rather than on who is done

to." (p. 55) The active agency viewpoint of human

nature of personality theorists like Maslow, Fromm and Rogers provides support for the

viewpoint that Internet entrepreneurs have the capacity to create their reality. The next
section

will

address active human agency within the framework of systems theory.

Active Human

and

S

From active agency we can discover by what means the individual can influence
and create system structure. Systems theory provides a framework for understanding the

relationship between the Internet entrepreneur and the information economy. Systems

imply structure, which can affect individual action and create conditions necessary for
events to take place.

The concept of "feedback" introduced in the previous section is the key
mechanism by which an individual canproduce an effect onthe system. Senge (1990)
describes that system feedback "means any reciprocal

flow of influence.... it is an axiom

that every influence is both cause and effect. Nothing is ever influenced in just one

direction." (p. 75) Systems theory recognizes dynamic reciprocity between individual
actors within the system. Systems theory provides a foundation for understanding the

ramifications of reciprocal feedback between individuals and other environmental
influences.

Economic activity provides an example of how feedback works. If the economy is
growing at too fast a rate, the chairman of the Federal Reserve board will often raise
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interest rates in order to slow growth and stave off inflation. Raising interest rates is the
reaction to a system that it is growing too fast. This feedback changes the system.
Bandura (1995) builds on the idea that there is reciprocal influence between the

individual and the system. He believes that "by their actions, individuals contribute to the
nature of their situations. Individuals are therefore at least partial creators of their own

history." (p. 759) Bandura accepts the axiom that system structure will be partly
responsible for individual action, but he agrees that it is within the power of the

individual to have a role in creating reality within the system. In the example above, the
economy prompted individual action, or active human agency, which in this example, is
the action of raising interest rates to slow down the economy and change reality.
Senge (1995) describes leverage as the ability of the individual to produce a
change in the system, and

that "leverage-seeing where actions and changes in

structures can lead to significant, enduring improvements." (p. 114) Active human
agency supports the theory of leverage because of its belief that human nature strives to

find the areas that they can influence to mold and shape their world. In the feedback
example, leverage is the raising of interest rates. Likewise, Internet entrepreneurs are

individuals who find the area in the system where their particular idea can create an
impact. The resulting changes can have system wide effects.
Craib's (1995) study of individual agency and system structure uncovered action
as the

critical aspect of agency, and that it is within the nature of the individual to take

action. Individual action is an active concept, not a passive reaction determined by the
system. Craib's (1995) analysis further asserts that"afeature of action is its

transformative power,..the ability to do or achieve or change something." (p. 35-36)
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Transformation is a key theme in the argument that Internet entrepreneurs create or
transform our economy.
The manner in which individuals create and affect their reality can vary.
The impact of Internet entrepreneurs comes in the form of new ideas, business models or
new knowledge. The ideas, models and knowledge are information, the primary
mechanism of the Internet entrepreneur to affect change on the economy. In a study on
the relationship of information and systems, Wheatley (199a) found that "information is a

dynamic element...it is information that gives order...that prompts growth." (p. 102) If

information is the key ingredient to building and growing the economy, then it certainly
can be argued that the Internet entrepreneur plays a critical role.

In a dynamic and evolving system like the information econoffiy, new ideas,
knowledge and business models are the building blocks of new companies and
enterprises whose very purpose is creating, manipulating and selling information.

Wheatley

(99fi

adds that "information is the fundamental ingredient, the key source

of

structuration-the process of creating structure.... for a system to remain
alive...information must be continually generated." ft). 104) If information is the critical
aspect of system structure,

it can be argued that those who produce information

are

creators of the system.

Adding to the analysis of information and systems, an article in the Economist
(1996 - no listed author) reports that the information economy uses "knowledge

pervasively as both an input and an output throughout the economy." (p. 43) An example
of this is e-commerce, which requires nothing but information for a transaction to take
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place. Internet entrepreneurs are catalysts in creating and passing information through the
system resulting in explosive economic growth.
Senge (1995) believes that we must view "people as active participants

in shaping

their reality, from reacting to the present to creating the future." (p.69) Through the
intentional plan to master and dominate the computer world, entrepreneurs like

Bill

Gates and Internet entrepreneurs have created the future and transformed our lives.

Like personality theorists cited in the previous section, systems theorists like Senge
provide a contrasting viewpoint to the proponents of passive human agency in the next
section.

Further support of the individual's impact on systems can be found in
Baurngartner, Burns and Deville's (1979) work. In their study of individuals and social
systems, they concluded that, "social actors are viewed as the essential force that

structures and restructures social systems. The individual...enjoys an extensive freedom

to act within and upon social systems, and inthis sense is independent of them." (p. 129)
Practical evidence of the ability of Internet entrepreneurs to act as change agents

primarily responsible for transforming the economy is strong. Yoffie and Cusumano
(1999) provide a recent example of the power of an individual to change our reality.
"Seeing the power of the microprocessor that Intel invented tn 1972,

Bill

Gates foresaw a

world where computers with microprocessors at their heart would be ubiquitous, and
there would be a computer on every desk and in every home running on Microsoft

software." (p.11) The overall vision of Bill Gates is coming to fruition. Microsoft
software systems are running on about 90% of the computers in the United States.

l6
Passive Human Agency

The concept of passive human agency is based on the premise that the

environment or system is the dominant force shaping reality. The implication of this

viewpoint is the belief that the system is the primary mechanism that shapes individual
behavior and capacity for action. Passive agency is based on the belief that there is an
external objective reality that shapes individuals. The system is responsible for creating
the conditions that determine the actions of the individual, and therefore the events that
are

likely to transpire. Key aspects of passive agency will be examined in the framework

of personality and systems theories as they relate to Internet entrepreneurs and the
information economy. These concepts have been examined from psychological and
sociological systems viewpoints.

Passive Human Agency and Personali ty Theory

Passive human agency is a perspective asserting that individuals are primarily

passive receptors of reality determined by the system in which they interact. Behaviorist

psychologist J.B. Watson epitomizes the thinking behind a strict determinist perspective
of passive human agency. Watson's (1995) theory of behaviorism asserts that "every
behavior is caused... every response is strictly determined by the physical events (current

stimuli, previous conditioned response) that precede it." (p.708) The determinist
perspective emphasizes that the individual is passive in the sense that their actions and
behaviors are biologically and systemically driven. Individuals learn how to behave and
act based on the experience of interacting with their environment.
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The proponents of passive agency that argue from psychological and sociological
perspectives minimize the importance and impact of individual intent, and efficacy

of

individual action, in determining outcomes. Sharrock (1987) states "whathappens in

a

given situation is due to the operation of forces or structures which govern it and the
capacity of individuals to make any difference is negligible." (p. 1 46-147) The forces and
structure of the system determine the potentiality of outcomes. The central premise

of

behaviorism according to Monte (1995) "construes human nature as passive, material,
determined, and as very receptive to molding by reality." (p. 28)
Other theorists have tempered the strict determinist position supported by Watson
and Sharrock. These theorists accept that individuals can, in a limited w&y, affect their

reality. Some sociologists believe that individuals

are provided ways of acting,

thinking

and existing through internalizing the input from the system in the form of norms, mores,

rules and laws.
The validity of this strict determinist view of passive human agency is widely
questioned among psychologists and sociologists today. For the purposes of this study,
passive human agency simply means that the system plays a more dominant role than the

individual in creating their reality.
Sociologist Emile Durkheim lends support for the notion that what we learn from
the environment is a critical determiner of how we

will act. Durkheim (1972) states,

"most of our ideas and our tendencies are not developed by ourselves but come to us
from without." (p. 4) The important implication of Durkheim's theory is a belief that the
system provides the conditions that shape and mold who we are and what we do. This
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applies whether the conditions are accepted behaviors, reactions, actions or ways

of

thinking.

An example of this type of system condition and structure can be found in the
information economy. Our econoffiy, based on free market capitalism, provides a set of
beliefs, values and behaviors, which are determined by the system. The pervasiveness of

public owned companies, and the influence of the stock market on individual and group
behavior , are examples of beliefs and behaviors provided by the system. The position

of

passive agency argues that the system conditions ultimately determine how the Internet
entrepreneur will think and behave. According to passive agency, the Internet
entrepreneur will not think or behave in individual terms, but of those dictated

collectively by the system.
Proponents of passive agency ask how the individual can know how to act, think
and exist without having these things imposed upon them. Economic theorist Karl Marx

(1987) postulated the position that asserts in the economic activity of a society "any mode
of production exerts a definite influence on the pattern of social organization which
develops around it." (p. 73) Based on the premise of this research study, the mode

of

production in our economy is information. The hypothesis that the information economy
created the Internet entrepreneur draws support from Marx's theory that the economic
system indeed influences the individuals that interact with

it.

From this perspective the

information economy plays a key role in determining the creation of new entrepreneurial
businesses.
Some personality and sociological theorists have recognized that there is limited

reciprocal influence between the individual and the system. Giddens (1987) supports this
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point by recognizing that there exists a'duality of agency and structure' and that "we
must recognize that we have the power of agency, that we can act and achieve things, but
must also appreciate that we act within and upon structures, and that, in addition, those
structures themselves shape us." (p. 153-154) This view relates to the hypothesis that the

information economy plays a large part in shaping and determining the existence of
Internet entrepreneurs.

Passive Human

and Systems Theory

Some of the key thinking regarding passive agency and systems theory originates

in classical sociology. The functionalist or systems viewpoint is a paradigm in sociology
that recognizes the inherent order of systems. Functionalism asserts that social (and

economic) order is always sought by the system in the pursuit of order, ffid will impose
its structure on individuals and influence the way in which they behave. Sociologist
Emile Durkheim ( I 972) argues that social systems provide "ways of acting, thinking and
feeling external to the individual, and are endowed with a power of coercion, by reason

of which they control him" (p.3) Durkheim describes these ways of acting and thinking
as social facts. Social facts are the collective ways of acting and

thinking inherent in our

environment or system that induce conformity and coercion. Social facts affect what
individuals believe and behave when interacting with the environment.

Critical to this study, was exploring the extent to which the information economy
is responsible for creating the phenomenon of Internet entrepreneurs. From the passive
agency perspective,

it can be argued that the information economy imposes distinctive

ways of thinking and acting on the Internet entrepreneur as they interact with it. The
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information economy imposes roles, beliefs, tendencies and practices that the Intemet
entrepreneur internalizes and adopts as they establish their ventures. In addition, social
facts exist as a reality outside of the individual, and are endowed with the ability to

influence and shape behavior and action. Durkheim ( 1972) states that these ways

of

acting and thinking "are things that exist in their own right. The individual finds them
already formed, and he cannot act as if they did not exist." (p. 71)
Because the system consists of established beliefs, tendencies and practices for

conducting business in whish the entrepreneur must conform, fltry deviation from
accepted ways of conducting business would bring resistance from the system. This
resistance to deviation effects even the entrepreneur. As Durkheim

(

1972) points out "the

enterprises of all innovators, including successful ones come up against resistance of this

kind." (p. 3)
As stated in previous sections, systems theory recognizes that there is a reciprocal
role between the individual and the system. However, the primary influence from the
passive agency perspective is the system. The system acts as the conduit and channels

individual behavior and action based on the structure of the system. Bandura (1995)
builds on this perspective of reciprocal influence by stating that "human behavior is
regulated in a reciprocally determined way as the person's behavior affects the
environment, the environment in turn affects the person's behavior." (p. 758)
The concepts of active and passive human agency were useful in analyzing the

individual Internet entrepreneur's role in the information economy. Examples of both
perspectives were explored utilizing the framework of personality and systems theories.

2l
Application
In the following two sections, it is argued that both active and passive positions
are colrect. The conclusion supports the dialectical relationship of the two positions.

Internet entrepreneurs create the information economy and are a creation of the

information economy. The theories of active and passive agency were applied in context
of specific Internet entrepreneurs. Although general references to Internet entrepreneurs
as a group were utilized, two entrepreneurs were the primary focus. They were Jeff Bezos

who founded Amazon.com, and Jim Clarke the founder of Netscape Communications.
Both entrepreneurs founded their enterprises in 1994 only four years after the Internet
was made available for public use.

Active Creators of the Information Economv
The creation, manipulation and exchange of information are the defining aspects

of the information economy.The Internet entrepreneur has played an active role in
creating this reality. One way Internet companies create information is through gathering
and manipulating information on consumer behavior. They can control information

through content aggregation, and they can manipulate and add value to existing

information and exchange it for profit. Business Week (1999

- no listed author)

reports

"the evolution of the Internet as a pervasive phenomenon means that...now, economic
potential is increasingly linked to the ability to control and manipulate information." (p.
72) An important development is the role of the Internet as the engine for growing the
economy because of its ability to create, control and manipulate information.

')')

A primary catalyst for enabling millions of people and businesses to use the
Internet to create, control and manipulate information in such a fast and pervasive manner
is Netscape Communications. Founder Jim Clark was responsible for launching

Netscape, which built the web browser that connected the world to the Internet. An article

in Time magazine (1996
intensive

- no listed author) recognized that "virtually the entire data-

world-which is to say, virtually the entire world-has concluded that the web

is the future of communications." (p. 55) The Internet browser developed byNetscape

basically transformed web applications for business and commerce and is currently
transforming the entertainment, finance and communications industries.
The web browser has become the main conduit for accessing the World Wide
Web. This example of an Internet entrepreneur's vision and will to create something new
has had a significant impact on the information economy.

Consider the impact of another Internet entrepreneur Jeff Bezos, the founder

of

Amazon.com. Bezos quit his job in 1994 as a Wall Street fund manager to start his onIine business after he read that web usage is growing at 2,300oh ayear.In 1994, Amazon
created what is now

atrillion dollar worldwide industry: e-commerce. As Amazongrew,

its impact on e-commerce was enorrnous because it created and expanded the entire
industry, which led it to one of the most successful Initial Public Offerings (IPO's) of
company stock in history.
Does this seemingly overnight success of companies like Netscape and Amazon

really have an impact on a system as large as the economy? In an historical comparison,
most observers of the economy agree that retailer Sam Walton, the founder and owner

Wal-Mart, has had

a tremendous impact on business,

of

retailing and the economy. It took
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Wal-Mart 12 years to achieve $150 million dollars in sales. Amazon has surpassed that
mark in only three years.
This significant success of Amazon has resulted in thousands of start up
enterprises in e-commerce alone whose combined contributions with other Internet
business sectors have transformed the economy. Evidence of their impact is the economic

expansion attributed to technology and Internet companies. Ramo (1999) points out that

"if it is a sign of an e-world

yet to come, a place in which technology allows all of us to

shop, communicate and live closer together, then Jeff Bezos has done more than
construct an online mall. He helped build the foundation of our future," (p.55)

While the long term impact of Internet entrepreneurs is not yet fully realized
many believe they are responsible for transforming the economy. They have not only
created new businesses, but also forced established businesses to reinvent themselves.

More importantly, Internet entrepreneurs have preempted even the largest most
established companies and established themselves as leaders in the new economy. This is
especially true in the retail world where companies like Amazon have had significant

impact. McCarthy (1999) observes that "now the brick-and-mortar retailer that initially
scoffed at e-commerce including Barnes and Noble-are making a mad dash into a
business projected to generate more than

1.2

$

trillion in sales by 2002." (p. 31)

A common characteristic of Internet entrepreneurs is the ability to develop and
implement their vision and build something the world has never seen. Internet
entrepreneurs, in many ways embody the concept of active human agency. They
demonstrate the reality of self-actualization through a deep need to create, develop and
master their world. Yoffie and Cusumano

(

1

999) observe that Jim Clark of Netscape
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"believed that networks like the Internet would fundamentally change how people
worked, played and interacted with the world at large." (p.11) Based on this belief, Clark
set out to build that dream into a reality and in doing so, helped change the economy as

we know it.
The characteristics of active agency and systems theory are the technologies,
ideas and business models developed by entrepreneurs like Clark and Bezos. Their

creations act as feedback and leverage mechanisms on the system. Their innovative, new
ways of doing business over the Internet, have fundamentally transformed how people

work, interact, communicate, play and shop. These innovations have dramatically
changed the economy.

Compare Clark to another successful technology entrepreneur:

Bill

Gates

of

Microsoft" Most observers agree that Gates and Microsoft have had a significant impact
on business and the economy.Yoffie and Cusumano (1999) report thatNetscape, "in a

little more than three years, reached an annual

sales rate of more than $500

million. It

took Microsoft almost 74 years to reach comparable revenues." (p. 8)
The impact of Netscape, and other Internet companies on the economy, has
resulted in confidence in the individuals and businesses that buy and sell stocks, which, in

turn, helps determine the form and success of the economy. Those who set policy and
report on the economy are even now calling it the Internet economy because the
technology sector is the primary driver. The confidence that companies like Netscape and
Amazon will succeed and change the world is largely responsible for our present
prosperity and economic expansion. The tremendous economic growth has resulted in
reinvestment back into more and more new Internet enterprises.
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In systems theory, this reinvestment in the economy based on the actions of
Internet entrepreneurs is called reinforcing feedback because it causes growth and
expansion of the system. It achieves this by continually introducing feedback in the form

of new information, that is dynamic and a catalyst for growth. In a reciprocal relationship
the economy continues to expand resulting in additional opportunities for new
entrepreneurs. In this w&y, the Internet entrepreneur creates positive conditions in the
system, and the system creates behavior in the individual by prompting more
entrepreneurs to start businesses, as well as prompting the growth of many existing
entrepreneurs.

As the product of Internet companies is information, it can be argued that these
entrepreneurs have created a new economy; an integral part of the overall social and

cultural system. Baumgartner, Burns and Deville (1979) argue that "social systems are
products of human action, They are artificial, and subject to continual pressures to

transform." (p. 140). Like other types of social systems, the economy is affected by the
collective actions of Internet entrepreneurs. Their actions have created enormous pressure
to transform business and commerce, which transforms the economy. This pressure to
transform is based on the proliferation of information and knowledge that is collected,
created, manipulated and disseminated through Internet based businesses. The resulting

system changes influence individual action within its new structure.
The success of Internet entrepreneurs like Bezos and Clark, and the impact they
seem to have had on the economy, has been met

with skepticism by some. When these

fledgling companies were starting up in the early 1990's, business analysts and media
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predicted that the large corporations would ultimately harness the power of the Internet as
they have with most other new technological innovations.
Nee (1998) reported that what the experts didn't foresee "was that the Forbes 500
types would end up paying fancy prices to young entrepreneurs who got there first." (p.
108) The important development is that Internet entrepreneurs mastered the business

model of the Internet first, and made such an impact that the large corporations had to
change their ways of doing business to keep pace in the new economy,
Based on the preceding examples,

it is clear that the concept of active human

agency pertains to Internet entrepreneurs. Maslow theorized that individuals have an
inherent need to achieve self-actualization. Internet entrepreneurs demonstrate this need

to achieve something great and have an impact on the world. In a related study that
analyzed the correlation between individualism to economic growth, Ozminkowski

(1996) found that "the relationship between individualism and economic growth,
inventiveness, etc., is actually positive. The higher the level of individualism, the more

competitive, efficient, and innovative the economy." (p. 14) Ozminkowski found a
positive correlation between a key characteristic of active human agency, individualism,
and an innovative and growing economy.

The success of new ideas and business models of Internet entrepreneurs like
Bezos, has boosted confidence in the economy. This led to hugely sucsessful initial

public offerings on their stock when their companies went public. In fact, McCarthy
(1999) reports "on Wall Street, Amazon's 1997 initial public offering was one of the

most successful in history." (p.31) This confidence results in influencing other actors,
such as investors, within the economy as a whole.
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The concept of active human agency attributes to the individual the power to

affect a change on the system and create a reality different from the current state. Jim
Clark and Jeff Bezos both started their businesses with compelling visions, and a desire
to create something new that would have an impact on the world.

An interesting fact that has economists and industry experts baffied is that despite
being a publicly traded company, Amazon and most other high-powered Internet
companies have yet to show a profit. This is due in part to their business strategy, but it

could also be evidence that Internet entrepreneurs have created an information economy
that is based on the power and potential of the Internet as a worldwide channel for
business and commerce. Because of the long-range importance of these businesses to

future economic success it is argued that they are able to hold their value in the
marketplace.
Ramo (1999) adds that Amazon's losses are also a sign of the new economics

of

Internet sommerce. "These new rules spring from the idea that in the new global
marketplace whoever has the most information wins." (p. 55) Internet companies are

major creators, manipulators and distributors of the information that is fueling the
economy. Because information expands when it is exchanged the laws of economic
scarcity do not apply. The value of information has the capacity to keep expanding, and

in doing so has created a new system of economics.

A recent example of the impact Internet entrepreneurs have had on traditional
business was the purchase of Time Warner, the huge media and Entertainment Company

by a relatively new Internet startup company, America Online. This merger, touted as the
largest in history, displays the power and influence of some of the companies started by
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Internet Entrepreneurs. Holstein and Vogelstein (2000) report that the merger will make
the new company "the nation's fourth most valuable company after Microsoft, General

Electric and Cisco systems." (p. 35)
The preceding examples provide compelling evidence to support the hypothesis

that Internet entrepreneurs have created the information economy. In contrast, the next
section explores examples supporting the hypothesis that Internet entrepreneurs are a
creation of the information economy.

Passive Creations of the Information Economy
Passive human agency argues that the system, the information economy, is the

primary creator of the Internet entrepreneurs-not the other way around. The key event
supporting this position is the shift from an industrial economy to an information
economy. The information age had many creators including Intel, Microsoft, Apple,
Oracle, IBM, and there is little argument that this transformation has taken place. There is
support that this economic shift is the result of broader systemic changes, and not solely
the efforts and actions of Internet entrepreneurs.

An argument can be made that the shift to an information economy began thirty
years ago with the advent of the microprocessor and the proliferation of the computer

chip. This leads to a possible explanation that the last decade is reaping the reality of an

information age sown in the previous two decades. According the Sternberg (1993),
"computing, telecommunications, electronic mass media and new technologies of
imaging and photonics-collestively referred to as information technology-accelerate
our drive to the information age." (pl021).

If Sternberg's analysis is correct that
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information technologies drove the information age, then its roots go back fuither than
the emergence of the Internet entrepreneur. It's plausible that the information economy
was established and responsible for creating the phenomenon of Internet entrepreneurs.
Stewart (1993) builds on Sternberg's ideas asserting that there are many

transformations happening simultaneously that have changed our economy: "the
globalization of markets; the spread of information technology and computer networks;
the dismantling of hierarchy, the structure that has essentially organized work since the

mid-nineteenth century." (p. 66) The main argument is that many changes in the
economic system have contributed to its transformation.
One such system change that was caused by the advent of the information age is
that major corporations have been forced to flatten their organizations and become less
bureaucratic and hierarchical. Information has created a global economy that is connected

through computer networks. It can reasonably be surmised that this fostered conditions
ripe for the Internet and entrepreneurial activity to flourish.
System changes could be responsible for affecting behavior and action in

individuals and also for making the conditions ripe for new trends and opportunities.
Drucker (1999) contends that revolution "produces a mind set that welcomes invention
and innovation." (p. 5a) This premise supports the position that the revolutionary nature

of the information economy creates conditions ideal for innovative and entrepreneurial
opportunities including the Internet and e-commerce.
This is a situation in which individuals are reacting to the right conditions and
structure provided by the system. Stewart (1997) adds that in addition to conditions being
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right for new inventions and innovations, the old business structures have changed due to
economic changes.

New organization and business structures now favor smaller, adaptable,
entrepreneurial entities as opposed to larger bureaucratic entities. In addition,
demographic trends dating from 1980 to the mid 1990's showthat the number

of

people working in our country's biggest companies has declined nearly one third.
The organization has become leaner, and has developed smaller more entrepreneurial
subsidiaries that are better able to innovate and compete in a global marketplace.

Another trend in the economy that may have aided the creation of Internet
entrepreneurs like Bezos and Clark is an unprecedented stock market boom. Galarza and
Lee (1999) contend that the ability of the information economy to maintain growth

allows more risky Internet businesses to survive: "today the market has a higher tolerance

for risk. 'fr/eb companies go public with little, if any, proof they have a viable business."
(p. 122)The tolerance for risk is one system structure that allows for this type of risky
enterprise to flourish. Amazon went from an Internet startup company to a successful

multi-billion dollar initial public stock offering in two years. Netscape achieved similar
results in only seventeen months.

What is interesting about the IPO phenomena is that throughout history, the
benchmark for private companies seeking to take their companies public used to take
years. Private companies used to have a proven track record of revenues and earnings

before they could go public. Today, a large percentage of Internet startup companies go

public in less than ayear. The hype and craze for funding Internet entrepreneurs at this
rate is evidence that the economic system provides the structure and conditions that
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support Internet entrepreneurial activity. Internet entrepreneurs may have learned to
recognize this system condition and rushed to take their companies public.

As noted earlier, Durkheim argues that systems impose upon the individual
certain ways of thinking, behaving and acting. From this viewpoint the information
economy can be attributed with providing certain ways of acting, thinking and behaving
on the Internet entrepreneur as they interact with it. The factors contributing to system

conditions conducive for Internet entrepreneurs are the proliferation of technology and
computer access:, the shifting trend in business to leaner, flat organizations, the advent

of

market globalization, and the high tolerance for risk among investors who are funding
new enterprises at an amazingly higher rate than at any other time in history.
Brazeal and Herbert (1999) explain that system changes are often the cause

of

entrepreneurship.

Economic recession, explosive industrial growth, technological
breakthroughs, industry-wide restructuring-these are a few of
the major changes that create the opportunity for entrepreneurial
activities to arise. Thus, external environmental changes can be
the impetus for launching the entrepreneurial process." (p.33)

Is the sum of all these economic, business and technological trends evidence that system

conditions are ripe for entrepreneurial activity? Are entrepreneurs merely leveraging the
latest technological breakthrough

-

the Internet? Internet entrepreneurs are clearly taking

advantage of the economic conditions and major shifts in the business world. This is

supported by Fox (1999), who believes that entrepreneurial activity always coincides

with breakthrough technologies "the advent of almost every major new product or
technology during the past century and a half has spawned a free-for-all of entrepreneurs
speeding to the market with new ideas." (p.175)

1-r
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In this analysis, there is evidence that the information economy has made the
Internet a viable technology for building new entrepreneurial enterprises. The success of
these companies can be attributed to the hype, hope and confidence due to a booming

economy, which in the last decade has shown no signs of slowing down.
There is evidence to suggest that the rise of information as the key product of our
economy preceded the advent of the Internet entrepreneur. Changes in

telecommunications, computer chip technology and software predated the Internet for

public and business use. It is widely agreed that changes in these key technologies made
products more valuable by adding new inflormation even before the information itself
became a product. Stewart (1997) points out

"in the old economy, people bought and

sold'congealed resources' a lot of material held together by a little bit of knowledge...in
the new economy we buy and sell 'congealed' knowledge-a lot of intellectual content in

aphysical slipcase." (p. l6)
There is support for the argument that the transition to the information economy
began when the technology was available to add information to products and services

companies were already producing. An example of this is the proliftration of software
that can manipulate information. The transition to producing knowledge and information

really took off with software and the personal computer as primary tools of business.
Companies like Intel, IBM, Microsoft and Apple led the technological revolution that
fueled the information age along with other major system wide changes.

Davis (1996) believes that there are two major phases of the information era. In
phase one "the infrastructure of the information era was the computer as cruncher

of

millions of data. . . the late infrastructure...is the computer as connector, linking people
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and conveying data, text, sounds, images via electronic networks." (p. 44) Internet

entrepreneurs can be viewed as reacting to this later phase of the information era and
creating products with the dominant mode of

on.

Netscape Communications, which developed the web browser software that
enabled million to access the Internet, was the beneficiary of the technology
breakthroughs in software and personal computers. In addition, the investment

community was overeager to fund new technologies because of the hyp* and hope that
surrounded the Internet. Netscape was not the only company working on Internet browser
software and there seemed to be a competition among companies like Oracle,
CompuServe and Microsoft to capitalize on an economy whose primary product was

information and the entrepreneurial conditions that economic situation fostered.
These developments could be identified as the social facts of the new economy,
and Jim Clarke as an individual acting and thinking in ways provided to him by the
business world operating within the information economy. Baumgartner, Burns and

DeVille (1979) add to the belief that systems foster passive human agency. "systems are
sources of constraint and regulation of social action and interaction, and, in particular, as

determinants of the varying opportunities of different actors." (p. 128)
Evidence to support an active and passive conception of human agency has been
presented. Also, examples and research using Internet entrepreneurs have been analyzed

in relation to the active and passive theories.

.A
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Discussion and Conclusion
This theoretical study addresses many of the dynamic elements that are
transforming our social and economic systems. The primary viewpoints of active agency
and passive agency have been used to explain the phenomenon of Internet entrepreneurs
and their role in the information econorny. Active agency is employed to explain that the

individual motives and actions of Internet entreprensurs are responsible for creating an
information economy. Passive agency is used to explain that Internet entrepreneurs are a
creation of the information economy.This analysis offers compelling evidence to support
that the individual does affect the system and the system does create and shape the

individual.

A logical outcome of analysis is to ask which position is correct? Are Internet
entrepreneurs a phenomenon created by the information economy or are they the active
creators of an information economy as a direct result of their innovative ideas, visions
and business models?

The answer appears to be both. There is support for the premise that the

information economy created the conditions necessary for Internet entrepreneurs to
flourish. There is also support for the premise that Internet entrepreneurs play a crucial
role in the transformation of the economy. Evidence to support a conclusion that both
positions are valid may be found in the dynamics of systems theory. Giddens (1982)
points out that there is a duality between individuals and systems "we create society at
the same time as we are created by it." (p.14)

Through innovative ideas and technologies Internet entrepreneurs seem to have
the power to transform our econoffiy, and at the same time the economy provides the
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structures and conditions necessary for the Internet entrepreneur to function. The

conclusion that one phenomenon caused the other is dismissed by the circular argument

of systems theory. Systems theory asserts that events do not have cause and effect
explanations, even if they are close in time and space. Exact timing for the advent of the

information economy is a subject for further analysis, but was not in the scope of this
study. While a revolutionary transformation in a system is taking place, exact timing is
often understood only years later.

As described in previous sections, system changes result from the
interrelationship of multiple agents and forces acting upon one another with reciprocal
influence. An example of the reciprocal effect is the growth and success of Amazon.
Bezos started Amazon tn 1994 because he saw that the growth rate for new Internet users
was roughly 2,300% per year.In 1994 there were approximately 36 million Internet
users. From that point forward Amazon's sales growth roughly mirrored the rapid
increase of Internet users.

Amazon's sales grew rapidly to 15.7 million in 1995, and roughly $148 million in
1997. By the end of Amazon's fourth year sales grew exponentially to $460

million

dollars. The rate of Internet adoption grewrapidly to about 36 million individuals in
1994 and to over 125

million individuals by

1

997 . These

figures are even larger when

you consider Internet usage by businesses. Netscape also benefited from this rapid
adoption of Internet technology through distribution of its web browser.
The rapid deployment and adoption of new technology has also had significant

impact. According to Nee (1998) "it took commercial radio 38 years to reach an audience

of 50 million inNorth America. It took cofilmercial television l3 years to do the same. It
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took the World Wide Web five years." (p. 106) While both Clark and Bezos benefited
from rapid Internet adoption, they also greatly influenced it. Through web browser
technology companies like Netscape made it easy for millions of individuals and
businesses to access the Internet. By creating the business model for e-commerce on the

web, Amazon sparked what analysts dubhed the Cyber land rush.

An argument can be made that Internet entrepreneurs transformed the worldwide
network and infrastructure of computer technology to make the information economy a
reality. They made information the new model for wealth. Stewart (1993) adds, "wealth
is the product of knowledge. Knowledge and information-not just scientific knowledge,

but news, advice, entertainment, communications, service-have become the economy's
raw materials and its most important products." (p. xx)

By analyzing the interaction of the Internet entrepreneur and the information
economy a pattern of reciprocal influence can be seen. Active human agency recognizes
that the system does have some effect on the individual. Senge (1995) describes the role

of the individual within the system: "the human actor is part of the feedback process, not
standing apart from it. Systems perspective allows us to see how we are continually both
influenced by and influencing our reality." (p. 78)
Through the Internet hrowser and the invention of e-commerce, both Netscape
and Amazon have influenced the reality of the business world and the economy.
same time,

it must be recognized that the system has influenced them. Without

technological breakthroughs in computer chip technology, software, and
communications, Netscape and Amazon may not have achieved the success they

currently edoy.

At the
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The information economy provided the right conditions conducive for the

innovative ideas and business models of Amazon and Netscape. The conditions were

right because of the influences of other system'actors' such as market globalization and
by companies like Intel, Microsoft, Cisco and others who made the technology pervasive.
The reciprocal influence of the Internet entrepreneurs and the economy is
manifested in the new companies being formed by older, established businesses and new
Internet businesses. Older, established companies are looking to merge with Internet
companies in order to successfully compete in the new economy. The relationship with
established companies provides Internet companies the stability and value to help insure

their long-term survival. Companies like Disney and AT&T are securing their survival in
the information economy by merging with, or acquiring, Internet companies.

Conclusions
The research question asks whether Internet entrepreneurs are active creators

of

the information economy, or are they a creation of the information economy?

This analysis has demonstrated that there are many dynamic elements that combine to
create the economic and social environment in which we live.

It is important to

understand the concepts of active and passive agency as we seek to understand how to

motivate and lead people and organizations within the system we operate in. The
connection between the individual and the system is circular rather than linear. Active
agency provides a perspective of human nature that is empowering and efficacious. When

utilizing this viewpoint, caution must be used not to underestimate the systemic forces
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that act on the individual. Bezos, Clark and other Internet entrepreneurs have benefited

from fortuitous economic conditions in building their enterprises.
The passive agency perspective provides a basis for understanding how our

environment can impose upon the individual. Proponents of passive agency should be
cautious not to underestimate the power of individual and collective forces to alter a
system. The world is still amazed at the success and the impact entrepreneurs like Gates,
Bezos and Clark have had on our economic system.

Adopting a systems perspective is valuahle for leaders because it provides an
understanding of the implication of transforming economic and social systems. This
study demonstrates the dynamic interrelatedness of all the actors and forces in a system,
and that we must resist attempts to isolate specific causes to explain effects. Internet

entrepreneurs are a phenomenon worth understanding because, through their ideas and

vision, they may be creating the new systems, which, in turn, may provide opportunity

for individual active agency.
Although the long-term impact of the information economy is unknown, it is
changing the way in which we work, interact, communicate and even play. The

information economy is the current system our society competes in with the rest of the

world. It is important f'or leaders to understand the dynamics of how new innovations and
technologies represented by the enterprises of Internet entrepreneurs
These effects

will

will affect them.

be felt on a local basis, as well as, a national and international basis,

through our connection with the information economy.
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